Rules and conditions of the
promotion “30% bonus from deposit”:
1. General provisions
1.1. The Promotion “30% bonus from deposit" will commence on 1.07.2018 and run until
1.09.2018.
1.2. The clients with personal data authorized have the right to receive “30% bonus from
deposit”.
1.3. The bonus comprises 30% bonus of the deposit amount and is shown in Credit section in the
trading platform.
1.4. The maximum amount of the bonus on this promotion is 10 000 USD (or its
equivalent in other currency).
1.5. The promotion proliferates on account type Standard in any account currency.
1.6. Only real accounts with the leverage not more than 1:200 participate in this promotion.

2. Terms of bonus charge
2.1. Minimum deposit sum for receiving the bonus is 100 USD (or its equivalent in other
currency).
2.2. Each authorized Client of the Company has the right to receive “30% bonus from
deposit”
2.3.
The button “Get bonus” will be available after processing the deposit on the amount
not less than 100 USD).
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3. Bonus conversion into
ownership
3.1. For conversing bonus funds into ownership you need to make the trade volume equal to
the amount of: Lot quantity = Bonus amount/2.
Instance: you have deposited 1000 USD, the bonus amount is 300 USD for withdrawing the bonus you
need to make the trade volume 300 USD/2 = 510 lots (the trading volume is considered according to the
closed transactions).

3.2. In case of trading volume realization according the clause 3.1 the Client should send the
request to support@OrangeFX .com for transferring funds into ownership from Credit section
to Balance one. After transferring funds into ownership the funds can been withdrawn without
any restrictions.
3.3. If the clause 3.2 has not been fulfilled before sending the withdrawal request the bonus will
be removed in proportion to withdrawal sum.
Instance: You deposited 1000 USD into your real account and got 300 USD as the bonus after that you wanted to
withdraw 100 USD, the bonus is decreased of 100 USD after processing the withdrawal request.

4. Other essential terms
4.1. Several account types registered under one Client cannot participate in this promotion.
A Client/computer (IP) may receive the bonus only once. The Company identifies the Client
using the documents in Personal Area uploaded and IP-address of the computer as well. In
case the Client/computer (IP) has been caught in a deception the Company has the right to
cancel the bonus and transactions on the Client’s account.
4.2. Trade using proxy servers, other servers and software for IP spoofing or hiding is
forbidden categorically on the bonus accounts.
4.3. Opening orders on an instrument with similar volume at the same time but with
opposite direction are outlawed. The Company has the right to cancel the bonus and
transactions on the accounts if the Company detects identity and/or suspects some
accounts including registered on different Participants of using this strategy.
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Instance: open a Buy order on EURUSD with 0.1 lots on an account and open a Sell order on EURUSD with 0.1
lots on other account at the equal price.

4.4. The bonus funds are used in arriving at Margin Call and Stop out levels.
Instance: your balance is 100 USD, the bonus – 30 USD. You have an opened order on EURUSD with 0.01
lots, your floating Profit/Loss is -101 USD.

4.5. In case the balance is less or equal to 10% of the Credit the bonus will be removed
completely.
4.6. The Partner rebates for trading of the clients on the bonus funds under this
Promotion are not paid.
4.7. As long as the provisions of clauses 3.1 and 3.2 are not fulfilled, the bonus remains a
property of OrangeFX Limited which may use it in its sole discretion.
4.8. The profit received as a result of the transactions involving the bonus can be
withdrawn without any restrictions can be used in trade.

5. Company authority
5.1. The Company reserves the right to request any additional information (including
duly certified copies of the documents) required for the promotion participant
identification in the Company’s opinion.
5.2. OrangeFX Limited may decide at discretion about the coherence of different deposits and
account with the same Client using for this purpose any applicable methods
5.3. The Company reserves the right to cancel the bonus without explanation at any time and
decline all responsibility for consequences arising out of acts including but not limited Stop Out
on the Client account*. Therefore the Company highly recommends to level Margin not less
than 1000% and do not use the bonus funds in calculation of the trading system profitability.
5.4. The Company reserves its right to change the conditions of the promotion at any time
(these changes publish on the Company’s official website in the News section and have
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retroactive force).

* Taking into consideration that in certain circumstances to detect any violations are
impossible unambiguously the invocation of this right does not mean that the Client has
infringed a promotion rule. The probability of false bonus cancellation with a view to
combating the misuse of the bonus program reaches not more than 5%.
You may send your questions via email to support@OrangeFX.com
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